Thiagu's Blog Global Market Outlook-25 Nov 20
Buoyant risk on Biden transition, -Diminished U.S. political uncertainty- Yellen Treasury and
Powell Fed as well as vaccines emerging from various sources.
Dow Jones Industrials clocked its fastest 10,000 point run up. Markets obviously are not overly
impressed or concerned by new records that offer very little information by themselves pandemic major concern as cases and hospitalizations are spiking.
Consumer confidence index dropped to 96.1 from 101.4 in Oct. Housing market continues to
boom-supply has failed to keep up with buoyant demand.
While today's US Q3 GDP is expected to confirm 33.1% flash readings, FOMC minutes would
be key for knowing mood at Fed. Dollar is at a key crossroad that could accelerate its losses or
put it in a holding pattern- still abv psychologically-significant 92.00 -31 August and 23
November intraday swing lows.
Whereas EZ economy in double dip risk is driving EUR higher. Obviously not tenable but
exuberance continues as market wants to put on Yellen trade. Repeated fails in 1.1890/1.1910
to cause hesitation.
CNH weakness could be result of month-end USD demand. Scope for bigger move - 38.2%
drop from May peak 6.7858, 23.6% 6.6888. (Resistance 21 dma 6.6219 Nov 12/13 peaks
6.6348/6.6275)
Cable's rebound has it at 2020 opening levels. Must clear key hurdles to reduce sell-the-news
reaction to a Brexit deal. CBI retail sales fall in November, but not as big as forecast.Dovish
BOE rhetoric -hard to know the scale of the economic impact of the lockdown-offers a reality
check . 1.3380 is top heavy for 1.3280 break.
USD/JPY breached resistance at 104.67, the 50% Fibo of the recent 105.68-3.655 dive, but it
must close above it to reverse the downtrend from March's pandemic peak. Talk of large
NTT/DoCoMo-related equities inflow eyed near-term.
Inflows into Indian equities surpass $7.3 bln in Nov. MSCI rebalancing related inflows too. MSCI
India's weight in EM index could rise to 8.7% from 8.1%. Bids to soak up the supplies and test
the patience.
Brief down move to 73.87 halted - should see continuing broader range 73.85 74.85 .74.00
74.20 for now.

